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20th November 2015 ABSTRACTS Glass from a rich 2nd century burial at Kelshall, Hertfordshire Sally 

Cottam Kings College London Wealthy burials dating from the second century A.D. have been 

recorded in southern England since the early 19th century and several of these have come from 

Hertfordshire. In November 2014, metal detectorists working at Kelshall reported a new find - a 

cremation burial with a variety of grave goods, including a range of glass tablewares and bottles. This 

paper is a preliminary report on a remarkable and extensive collection of glassware. *** Whatever 

happened to the Colliton Park bowl ? Jennifer Price University of Durham A late Roman 

hemispherical bowl with cut decoration showing a Bacchic frieze, was found during excavations in 

Dorchester in Dorset in 1938 and since has been accepted as one of the finest pieces of this period 

found in Britain. The recognition that it was divided into two pieces followed its display in the 

Constantine the Great exhibition in York in 2006 and this has led to a reassessment of the 

significance of this and some other decorated fourth-century table wares. *** The Bedford Roman 

Villa Project’ (title tbc, abstract to follow) Steven Cockings *** Glassworking at Kirkstall Abbey 

Justine Bayley University College London The substantial remains of Kirkstall Abbey still survive in a 

park in the western outskirts of Leeds. Excavations in the 1980s in and around the Guest House 

discovered many potsherds with glassy deposits on one or both sides. They can be reconstructed to 

show the form of the vessels which were used as crucibles to melt glass, though no furnaces were 

identified in the excavated areas. There were also considerable quantities of glassy waste which is 

thought to be a by-product of stripping the lead from leaded window panes. The finds will be 

described and illustrated and their place in the history of the site explored. *** Drinking in style – 

16th- and 17th-century table glass from Embroiderers’ Hall and Tanner Street, London Jacqui Pearce 

MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology) Fine façon de Venise drinking glasses have been found on 

numerous archaeological excavations across London. This paper focuses on material recovered from 

two sites, that of the Embroiderers’ Hall in the City of London, and Tanner Street, close to St 

Saviour’s Dock in Bermondsey, each very different in character, but showing telling parallels – and 

contrasts – in their excavated glass assemblages. The full range of glass found on each site in the 

early post-medieval period will be examined, allowing the fine drinking glasses to be seen in their 

wider context. *** Glass Beads in the North: finds from the A1 Leeming to Barton road widening 

scheme (A1L2B) Dr Elizabeth M Foulds Northern Archaeological Associates The ongoing excavations 

along the A1 between Leeming Bar and Barton road in North Yorkshire have uncovered a rich 

assemblage of artefacts from sites ranging from the Mesolithic to medieval periods. Of particular 

importance have been the well-stratified sequences of Roman activity at Cataractonium Roman 

town at Catterick and the associated cemetery at Bainesse. Further evidence for Roman activity 

ranging from contact period to the late Romano-British period has been found throughout the road 

widening scheme. Glass finds from the scheme have been prolific and include a wide range of 

different object types, including vessel glass, gaming counters, bangles, a glass finger-ring, and 

numerous beads. While many of the beads could be considered to be very typical of Roman period 

sites (ie: melon, hexagonal, segmented), some are more unusual. This paper will focus on the glass 

beads from two probable child/infant burials: one from Bainesse and another burial north of 

Catterick that probably lay along Roman Dere Street (west of Moulton). *** Post-Medieval deposits 

from Hungate, York: Rubbish, refuse and recycling in a city ‘slum’ Karen Weston York Archaeological 

Trust for Excavation and Research Limited Often artefacts are analysed solely from the perspective 

of the objects themselves, with little reference to context or to the communities who used them. 

This presentation will examine the post-medieval glass assemblage recovered so far from the 

ongoing excavations in Hungate, York. It will consider the glass in relation to the finds assemblage as 

a whole – can we learn anything about consumption and the use of space? Is there evidence for 



collection and recycling at Hungate? This type of approach to post medieval deposits is only just 

starting to emerge, and it will hopefully give us a better understanding of the poorer areas of the 

City of York and help to set a framework for similar post medieval sites. *** Tales from the garden 

wall: the discovery of a lost 17th century glasshouse cone. Kate Churchill1 and Vanessa Castagnino2 

1 Nexus Heritage and 2 University of York This will discuss the discovery, excavation and analysis of a 

17th century glasshouse and its associated finds found in Stourbridge in 2014. The cone was built in 

the 1690s and collapsed in 1785. It was thought to have been destroyed as a 19th century house was 

built on the site, but an archaeological evaluation discovered its foundations had been well 

preserved in the garden. The discovery has shed new light on 17th century glassmaking and this 

presentation will be the first time the results will be presented. *** A setting of Garnet or Glass: 

Some new observations on the relationship of garnet and glass in the jewellery of 5th-7th century 

Kent Walter (Jo) Ahmet University College London The sparse and contrasting use of coloured glass 

inlays in the garnet jewellery of the early medieval period is a well-known and accepted aspect of 

the period. Glass inlays have, however, tended to be subject only to cursory examination in the 

wider study of garnet jewellery. The discovery of the Staffordshire Hoard with its many glass inlays 

has really highlighted this issue, particularly around the use of garnet mimicking red glasses. This 

discussion presents the results of an investigation reexamining the relationship between the two 

materials on inlaid objects from three 5th-7th Century Kentish cemeteries. With the assistance of p-

XRF and digital microscopy this investigation examined 267 inlays from 46 objects, identifying almost 

a hundred glass inlays including a number of garnet mimicking settings. 


